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Summary 
 
Saul Weinberger, born in 1926 in Munkacs, Czechoslovakia (now Mukachevo, Ukraine), 
describes his childhood growing up in a religious Jewish home the fifth of eight children; 
his father immigrating to the United States but returning home to wed, remaining and 
manufacturing kerosene lamps in their house; Saul hearing news of Nazis while 
accompanying his father to the synagogue; Hungarian fascists Nyilas (Arrow Cross) 
seizing control Carpathians and then limiting Jewish rations, attacking Jews; Germans 
entering Hungary in March 1944; random shootings, registering Jews, requiring Jews to 
wear yellow stars and sending them to a ghetto; being marched to a brick factory and 
then being put onto trains bound supposedly for forced labor; after surviving 
horrendous conditions in train arriving in Auschwitz in May 1944; parents and younger 
brothers being selected for immediate death; next oldest brother being sent to a 
different work camp; being shipped to Jaworzno to work in electrical plant; overseen by 
Polish prisoner Kapos; being sent on a death march in late fall or early winter; seeing 
corpses of other prisoners shot on the side of the road; sustaining himself with plants or 
animals caught along the way; staying overnight in a barn but witnessing Germans 
machine gunning many other prisoners; arriving in Litomerice, Czechoslovakia (now 
Czech Republic) in February 1945 sick with typhus; staying in an overcrowded barracks 
with other typhus victims without medical help or sanitary facilities; seeing corpses 
taken out each day; losing consciousness and being placed on a pile of corpses before 
regaining consciousness; reuniting with cousin Alex in Litmerice; being evacuated and 
sent on another death march to Theresienstadt; liberation in Theresienstadt and 
recuperating; returning to Munkacs with Alex and reuniting with brother and sister; 
discovering their home had been looted and no personal possessions remained; making 
way to Budapest and then Vienna; applying for American visas in Austria and 
immigrating to the US in 1947. 
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